Always Think of God
B. Sadhu on the purpose of human life

How to Avoid Harmful
Thoughts So that We Can
Always Think of God?
Negative thoughts are those that
prevent us from contemplating of
God.
They immediately cause us to
focus on illusion rather than God.

The Two Kinds of Harmful
Thoughts
There are two kinds of damaging
thoughts:
1) Intentional or premediated
thoughts, through which we
willingly pre-plan to indulge in
deliberate words and deeds that
are harmful to ourselves or others.
2) Thoughts that hit us
unexpectedly and overwhelm us
with cravings for harmful
indulgence due to our preconditioning, even though we had
no previous intention to think of
them or indulge in them at that
time.

More About These Two
Kinds of Harmful Thoughts
Obviously, the first kind of
planned harmful thinking is more
damaging of the two, as it reeks of
our inherent deceit and
cunningness towards ourselves
and others. As a result, getting rid
of them is more difficult.
Non-intentional damaging
thoughts of the second kind, on
the other hand, may also be quite
destructive.
For the simple reason that, if not
halted, such unplanned and
unabated detours into hazardous
indulgence may become
chronically recurrent and
therefore ultimately develop into
an addiction to indulge in the
premediated harmful desires,
which will exacerbate the situation
even more.

How to Eradicate the First
Kind of Intentional
Harmful Thoughts
The first kind of deliberate
harmful thoughts are
manifestations of our own deeprooted and chronic envious nature
to do harm to ourselves and
others.
These deeply entrenched and
premediated cravings for lower
harmful pleasures can only be
eradicated gradually over time
through the higher pleasure we
get in thinking of God.
Especially through hearing the
sound vibrations of someone who
has recorded them while dwelling
very deep in vivid meditation on
the thoughts of God.

How to Eradicate the
Second Kind of Sudden
Harmful Thoughts
The second kind of unexpected
and unintentional damaging
thoughts is caused by the
unpredictable flashes of our
mental pre-conditioning from our
past lives and present life.
Keeping them at bay and
ultimately defeating them requires
being in God’s much more
pleasurable thoughts all the time.
Higher spiritual pleasure must be
consumed continuously in order
to overcome our deeply encoded
desires for lower material
pleasure. No other mechanical
tricks or techniques will work.
As soon as we experience a
moment of forgetfulness about
God, our mind seizes on it and
pushes us to act on those
unplanned, destructive thoughts
as quickly as possible, before we
can even try to say no to such
harmful indulgence.
Only by progressively reducing
these weakest times in our day by
being constantly absorbed in the
thoughts of God in the
background of our consciousness,
while doing our day-to-day work,
will we be able to solve this
problem.

Beware the Mind as It Will
Rebel When You Try to
Control It
From our unlimited past lives, our
mind has become so conditioned
and addicted to these two kinds
of harmful thoughts that it rebels
vehemently and gives us a severe
backlash by apparently
“increasing” our cravings as soon
as we try to curb these deeply
ingrained thoughts.
As soon as you start cleaning a
dusty, old room, you’ll notice a lot
more dirt flying about since it’s
been there for a long time. This
does not imply that our efforts to
sanitize the space have made it
any dirtier.
When someone is trying to
decrease their consumption of an
addictive substance, they suffer
severe withdrawal symptoms,
similar to those experienced when
quitting a heroin habit.
It’s like a buzzed monkey who
becomes crazier when
blindfolded.
Even as we were experiencing the
greater pleasure of thinking about
God, this terrible mental backlash
ends up depriving us of that
higher pleasure and pulls us down
into the disastrous results of
excessive harmful indulgence on
our bodies and minds.
It’s as if we can’t stop ourselves
from scratching an itch even when
we don’t really need to.
Still, we go ahead and scratch it
anyway for no other reason than
sheer amusement, even though it
ends up being a terrible wound.
Even when we have reached the
very shores of the limitless ocean
of ambrosial nectar in God’s
thoughts, this rebellion of our
mind may somehow draw us
away.
There are many slips between the
cup and the lip, as the saying
goes. By the way, this is one of my
favorite quotes.

How to End the Mind’s
Rebellion
So again, the only permanent
solution for this is to intensify the
quality and quantity of our
remembrance of God before, after,
and during the weakest moments
of our day, which normally arise
during our outward activities as
they carry the highest probability
of making us forget God.
Keep in mind that a chain is only
as solid as its weakest point.
And prevention is always superior
to treatment and cure.
As a result, setting aside time
each day to deeply think about
God is like receiving a vaccination
that protects us from both these
kinds of harmful thoughts for the
rest of the day.
This dedicated practice also
makes it much simpler to think of
God in our background awareness
later while performing external
tasks, as our mind gets tuned in
thinking of God via this time spent
in intense exclusive meditation on
the thoughts of God.
It’s important to remember that
only the sustained higher pleasure
relished in the divine thoughts of
God can keep these two types of
dangerous thoughts at bay and
progressively eliminate them.
When all of these negative
thoughts have been totally
eradicated from our subconscious,
our minds will no longer hold us
back from continuously savoring
the endlessly delights in the
transcendental thoughts of God.
The mind will then truly become
our greatest friend at that point
and demand that we continue to
keep giving it the immense joy of
thinking about and never
forgetting God throughout our
whole lives.
So which is better? You forcing the
mind to think of God or the mind
pleading you to give it more and
more divine pleasure in the
thoughts of God?
Therefore, if you’ll simply train
your mind in this way, you’ll
certainly attain this platform of
uninterrupted thoughts of God for
the rest of your life, while still
remaining very effective in your
daily tasks.
It’s just a question of getting the
right amount of mental practice in
regards to thinking of God.
Perfection always awaits those
who practice thinking of God daily
without fail!
You eternal spiritual well-wisher,
B. Sadhu.
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